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Voice-driven documentation
capture for ambulatory
environments.
The choice is yours.
In today’s fast-paced clinical environment—where
documentation in the EHR is paramount and time
is money—providers empowered with their
preferred documentation method are better able
to balance personal, engaged patient care with
effective electronic documentation.
Efficient, high quality document creation.
Nuance’s ambulatory solutions leverage the power of voice to capture
the patient story, while enhancing productivity and allowing clinicians to
choose the documentation method that works best for them. Physicians are
free to focus on their patients and create comprehensive, accurate patient
documentation easily using front-end voice recognition or dictations via
mobile app, recorder, or telephone. Building upon that rich narrative as a
foundation, medical facilities are better prepared for quality measurement,
reimbursement, policy development, risk assessment and more. Nuance
Clinic 360 solutions empower physicians and facilities to provide
optimal care.

Realize the benefits of using voice to document.
Reduce costs and maximize productivity.
Clinic 360 solutions optimize documentation by leveraging common content,
resulting in significant hard and soft savings. From facility-wide document
templates to individual physician dictation templates, Clinic 360 solutions
speed documentation. Our speech recognition engine creates high quality
draft documents from audio dictations with the primary goal of reducing the
amount of editing required. Corrections made to the draft documents provide
feedback that continues to improve the engine. Together, physicians increase
their efficiency and can maintain their patient load while still completing
their administrative tasks. Beyond the increased productivity, templates
reduce the amount of typing required. Whether self-editing or routing to
a transcriptionist, users save both time and money.

Nuance Clinic 360 solutions
deliver:
––Flexible clinic workflows
––Choice in voice-driven
documentation methods
––Cost effective, on-time, high quality
clinical documentation
––Functional bridge for EHR use
––Integration with >200 EHRs

“With Clinic 360 | Mobile,
providers can see
their patient schedule,
dictate on the fly,
upload, review, edit and
authenticate with ease. It
gives them the freedom
to focus on their patients
during exams and
quickly complete the
task of documentation.”
Clara Joyce,
Practice Administrator,
Illinois Bone & Joint Institute
- Libertyville
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Achieve compliance through seamless integration.
With Clinic 360 solutions, healthcare providers continue to dictate—maximizing
productivity—while taking full advantage of an implemented EHR and achieving
Meaningful Use.
Nuance Clinic 360, with more than 1,500 successful interfaces created by our
experienced interface design team, safely and securely transmits ADT and
results information to practice management and EHR systems. Alongside our
EHR integration partners, our fully automated process can identify discrete
information contained within a dictated note—such as symptoms or lab
values—and upload the data into the EHR, while placing narrative content in
the corresponding sections.
Dragon Medical 360 allows clinicians to document care quickly and accurately when accessing their EHRs in virtualized environments. Nuance works in
close engineering collaboration with EHR vendors such as Epic®, Cerner ®,
Allscripts™, NextGen®, GE, eClinicalWorks® and others to ensure that users can
dictate, edit, and voice-navigate, directly in the EHR.
Free physicians to deliver the best patient care.
By allowing physicians to use their time wisely and choose the method of
document capture that best suits their needs, facilities enhance morale,
productivity, and best of all, patient care. Patients—and, it follows, medical
facilities—are best served by providers who are free to engage with patients
rather than computer screens during exams. Dictation allows documentation
to be created easily and quickly. Using speech improves documentation
quality without impacting workflow, productivity, or length of workday.
By making EHRs easier to use, Nuance creates a functional bridge for
EHR adoption.
Enhance operations and financial integrity.
Clinic 360 solutions streamline workflow and produce high quality EHR
documentation that captures the right amount of information to effectively
represent the patient’s experience with the provider. Respecting the
narrative—supporting thorough documentation—aids appropriate
coding, enhances financial integrity and ensures complete and accurate
documentation. At the same time, organizations realize decreased turnaround
time, shortened billing cycles, and optimized administrative tasks along with
bolstered regulatory compliance initiatives for HIPAA regulations, data privacy
and outcome reporting capabilities. Even more, Nuance’s sophisticated
infrastructure performs under lock-tight security without fail, delivering
maximum, reliable performance.

Clinic 360 ambulatory solutions
offer a choice in documentation
methods to improve usability,
flexibility and EHR use.
––Dragon® Medical 360 is a
leading front-end speech
recognition solution used to
navigate and document directly
within the EHR system.
––Clinic 360 | Mobile gives
physicians the ability to fully
document patient encounters
using only a mobile device. Users
not only have real time access
to their patient schedule and
historical documentation, but
also can quickly review, edit,
electronically sign and route
documentation with the touch of
a finger, 24/7/365.
––Clinic 360 | Transcription
Technology is a HIPAAcompliant web-based solution
for fully managing the dictation
and transcription data delivery
and storage process. Users can
mimic the clinic workflow, route
documentation automatically and
monitor and manage the pace of
document creation in real time.
––Clinic 360 | Transcription
Services consistently deliver
cost effective, on-time, high
quality clinical documentation
with our exclusive transcriptionist
allocation model and
comprehensive training and
QA processes.

To learn more, please contact us at 877-805-5902
or visit nuance.com/healthcare.
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